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Julian, 1

Julian presiding at a conference of Sectarians
(Edward Armitage, 1875)

 

Emperor Julian (Latin: Flavius Claudius Iulianus Augustus, 331/332 – 26
June 363) has been considered a hero of the resistance to Christianity.
When in 2012 and 2013 I started to reproduce excerpts of Gore Vidal’s
novel Julian I was typing directly from my book copy. Now that I have
obtained the PDF I’ll be adding the complete text on Sundays. The following
is a note that the author himself wrote for the first page of his novel in the
early 1960s.

 

Robert Graves, when he came to publish his sequel to I, Claudius,
remarked in a somewhat irritable preface that a good many
reviewers seemed to think he had simply spun himself a novel
from Suetonius’s gossip, which looked to them like a very easy
thing to do. In Claudius the God, Graves struck back with a long
bibliography, listing nearly every relevant text which has survived
from the ancient world. Unfortunately, I have not read as much as
all that. But to anticipate those who might think that one’s only
source was the history of Ammianus Marcellinus (or even of
Edward Gibbon), I have included at the end of the book a partial
bibliography.

The Emperor Julian’s life is remarkably well documented. Three
volumes of his letters and essays survive, while such
acquaintances as Libanius and Saint Gregory of Nazianzus wrote
vivid accounts of him. Though I have written a novel, not a
history, I have tried to stay with the facts, only occasionally
shifting things around. For instance, it is unlikely that Priscus
joined Julian in Gaul, but it is useful to the narrative to have him
there.

Julian has always been something of an underground hero in
Europe. His attempt to stop Christianity and revive Hellenism
exerts still a romantic appeal, and he crops up in odd places,
particularly during the Renaissance and again in the nineteenth
century. Two such unlikely authors as Lorenzo de’ Medici and
Henilk Ibsen wrote plays about him. But aside from the unique
adventure of Julian’s life, what continues to fascinate is the fourth
century itself. During the fifty years between the accession of
Julian’s uncle Constantine the Great and Julian’s death at thirty-
two, Christianity was established. For better or worse, we are
today very much the result of what they were then.

In naming cities, I give the modern rather than the ancient name
(Milan, not Mediolanum), except when the original name is more
familiar to us (Ephesus, not Selquk). Dates I put in our fashion,
A.D. and B.C. Since Julian’s court was a military one, I have used
our own army’s way of dating, i.e., 3 October 363. Currency is a
tricky matter. No one is quite certain what the exact purchasing
power of money was in the fourth century, but a gold solidus was
probably worth about five dollars. Julian, Priscus and Libanius,
the three narrators of this story, all wrote Greek. Their Latin was
rather shaky, as they are quick to remind us, but they occasionally
use Latin terms, much the way we do. For those readers who will
search in vain for Julian’s famous last words, “Thou hast
conquered, Galilean!”, he never said them. Theodoret must take
credit for this fine rhetoric, composed a century after Julian’s
death.

I should like to thank the American Academy at Rome and the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens for letting me use
their libraries.

G.V.
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Psychological Rubicon
Open thread

Caesar paused on the banks of the Rubicon

 
In “Iceland – Normie Land” I confessed last week:

When I lived in Normie Land this was the path, my
steppingstones that helped me to cross the psychological
Rubicon:

1st stone: Robert Spencer and other online counter-
jihadists (late 2008)

2nd stone: Larry Auster, who went beyond counter-
jihadism onto stepping a racial and anti-feminist stone
(but he was Jewish)

3rd stone: Jew-wise white nationalism, especially the
webzines under the watch of Greg Johnson in the late
2009 and 2010 (in the following years I became
disillusioned because of some ethno-suicidal traits of
Johnson & the broader WN movement)

At the other side of the river I found the very solid
ground of National Socialism.

And which was the path of your psychological Rubicon?
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Guide to investing in gold & silver
by Mike Maloney

 

Preface

I believe the greatest investment opportunity in history is
knocking on your door. You can open it, or not… the choice is
yours.

For the past 2,400 years a pattern has continually repeated in
which governments debase and dilute their money supply until a
point where the common psyche of the populace and the collective
mind of a country begin to feel that something isn’t right.

You probably feel that way right now.

As the debasement progresses, the population senses the loss of
their purchasing power. Then something miraculous happens.
Through the free market system, the will of the public causes gold
and silver to automatically revalue. In doing so, it accounts for all
the currency that was created since the last revaluation.

It’s automatic, and it’s natural; gold and silver have always done
this, and they always will. People have an innate sense of the rarity
of gold and silver. When paper money becomes too abundant, and
thus loses value, man always turns back to the precious metals.
When the masses come rushing back, the value (purchasing
power) of gold and silver increases exponentially.

During these events there is always an enormous wealth transfer,
and it is within your power to choose whether it is transferred
toward you, or away from you. If you choose to have it transferred
toward you, then you must first educate yourself, and second, take
action.

This book is about both education and taking action. In its pages
you will find both historical perspective and practical advice about
how to take advantage of what I believe to be the biggest precious
metals boom ever. At first you might be surprised by the amount
of history I’ve laid out here, but I assure you there is a reason to
my rhyme. For it is only by understanding our past that we can
truly know the present. And presently we are faced with a very
rare opportunity to increase our wealth exponentially—if we are
armed with the right knowledge.

This book will equip you with all you need to become a successful
precious metals investor, and will equip you with the knowledge
you need to take your financial future into your own hands.
 

Introduction

This book will change and expand your context—if you let it. We
will explore some very “contextual” stories of how gold and silver
have revalued themselves throughout history as governments
abused their currencies, just as the United States is doing today.
We’ll talk about bubbles, manias, and panics because every
investor should have some understanding of mass psychology and
dynamics. After all, it is greed and fear that move the markets.

After we’ve explored the stories history provides for us, I will show
where we are today economically, which is on the brink of
economic disaster, what we will call the perfect economic storm.
In the United States, the recklessness with which we spend and
the poor planning our government employs has created an
economic momentum that is unsustainable. As you will see, our
currency (the dollar) is on its way to crashing, and this can only
lead to far higher values for gold and silver. Together we will study
the current state of the U.S. and global economies, and the supply
and demand fundamentals of gold and silver versus the U.S.
dollar.

You will also learn about two of the many natural economic cycles
that repeat and repeat throughout history. One is the stock cycle,
where stocks and real estate outperform gold, silver, and
commodities, and then the cycle reverses and becomes a
commodities cycle where gold, silver, and commodities
outperform stocks and real estate. The other cycle is less known,
less regular, and less frequent: the currency cycle, where societies
start with quality money and then move to quantity currency and
then back again.

These cycles swing like a pendulum throughout time, and they
provide an economic barometer for the astute investor.

The greatest wealth can be accumulated in the shortest period of
time when gold and silver revalue themselves. I believe this has
already begun, and I believe that this revaluation will be
staggering in its economic impact as the perfect convergence of
economic cycles are brewing the perfect economic storm.

These cycles that ebb and flow throughout history are as natural as
the coming of the tides. And while betting against them may be
hazardous to your financial health, investing with them can bring
you great wealth.

This book will unfold in four parts:

Part 1: Yesterday

In Part One of this book we will study some of the lessons history
teaches us about economic cycles, paper currency, and their effect
on gold and silver. I will give you examples of how gold and silver
have always won out over fiat currency (a fancy term for money
that is not backed by something tangible like gold or silver). I will
also show you how manias and panics can change economic
conditions in the blink of an eye. It is important to understand the
dynamics of each because they will both play a role in what I
believe will be the greatest wealth transfer in history.

Part 2: Today

In Part Two we will cover the financial shortsightedness of the
United States government today, the dangerous game that the
United States and China are playing with trade surpluses and
deficits, and the potentially disastrous economic results. We will
also see how inflation of the currency supply is not only hurting
you financially, but ushering in the demise of the U.S. dollar and
the economic power of the United States as we know it. Then I’ll
wrap it up with the fundamentals of gold and silver.

Part 3: Tomorrow

Once we are done learning what history has to teach us, and have
gained an understanding of the economic conditions we face
today, we will explore how that information impacts our
tomorrow, our future, and our family’s future. I’ll show you how to
not only protect yourself from the coming perfect economic storm,
but to also prosper from it by applying lessons we’ve learned from
the past and the things the present is teaching us now. As you’ve
probably guessed, this will have something to do with wisely
investing in gold and silver. That’s probably why you’ve bought
this book in the first place!

Part 4: How to Invest in Precious Metals

If you intend purchasing precious metals before finishing this
book, please skip ahead to this section and read it first. As you’ll
see, and I hope come to believe, the best possible investments
given today’s economic environment are gold and silver. In the
last section of this book, I’ll give you some good sound advice on
the ins and outs of precious metals investing.

For many, precious metal investing is an alien environment with a
reputation for being populated by a bunch of kooks and
conspiracy theorists—and it is to some extent. But don’t let a few
bad apples ruin the whole barrel. As you’ll see, history is well on
the side of these “kooks” who love their gold and silver. Part Four
will demystify the concept of investing in gold and silver. Investing
in these metals is not only relatively easy, but it is also very safe.

Above all, as I mentioned earlier, this book is about changing your
context.

The reason precious metals investing seems so alien and out there
is because there are very powerful and wealthy companies and
individuals that have a vested interest in maintaining the status
quo. They want you to play their game. What I mean by that is that
they benefit financially by making sure you keep your money in
their hands.

Precious metals essentially eliminate the middleman. They are the
only financial assets that do not have to be “in” the financial
system. No financial advisor gets a bonus for pushing you into
them like when you buy stocks and mutual funds. One of the
reasons I’m proud to be part of the Rich Dad family is because it
makes a point of exposing the game that the financial industry
plays with your money. In the process they stress the importance
of increasing your financial IQ by reading books like this one and
others in the Rich Dad series. Once you are equipped with
knowledge, you can recognize how the system plays you, and you
can take control of your own financial future.

Playing their game is all fine and dandy—if you don’t care to
increase your financial intelligence or to invest wisely. But when
the whole system comes crashing down, don’t say I didn’t warn
you. After you’ve finished reading this book, if I’ve done my job
correctly, you will never be able to look at our financial
institutions the same way. Your context will be changed, and a
new horizon as bright as the morning sun will be before you.

I’ll see you on the other side.
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Boomsplainer
A passage from Andrew Anglin’s most recent article 

“How MGTOW has Ruined DS, Message to the Younger Crowd”:

This website [The Daily Stormer] is going to
continue to focus on male issues. I believe that
male issues are the single biggest way to bring
new people into our movement. We have to be
offering them something.

Most men are not intellectual. Pussy is not an
intellectual issue, and it is something that all

men are concerned about. The articles about male issues on this
site get approxi-mately 500% more views than articles about Jews.

The other reason it is important to me to talk about male issues, a
much less practical or strategical reason, is that I genuinely care
about other men, and I want to be there for them in whatever
capacity I am able to be. Running a popular website gives me an
opportunity to speak directly to millions of people. And I want to
use that power to help others.

Men deserve to know that they are not alone. They deserve to
know that this is not their fault. And they deserve to know that
there is a group of people who are planning on fixing this problem.

If you do not like that articles relating to traditional sex roles and
male issues will be featured on this website regularly alongside
articles about Jews, blacks, Moslems, homosexuals and other
perverts, geopolitics, etc. then please, simply stop coming to this
website. Do not bother to post on the forum about it, do not
bother to write me an email about it, just stop coming to
dailystormer.com, and your problem will be solved.

 

 Friday update:

Anglin has just published “Revealing the Esoteric Nature of the
White Sharia Meme,” which contains a section criticizing those
autists who cannot grasp the humor of the meme.

The Daily Stormer is a popular site, which cannot contrast more
with the gravitas of The West’s Darkest Hour. For instance, I
would never use a pop meme. In lieu of “white Sharia” I would
simply invoke Nietzsche’s “Transvaluation of all values,” going
back to the standards of by-gone eras, including patriarchy.
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This Time, 7

A passage from This Time the World
by George Lincoln Rockwell

I read and reread the Bible, as I had not done before, from
beginning to end. I was appalled at the demand by God for human
sacrifice, for the eating of human body waste by the Lord, for the
horrible cruelties and atrocities demanded by the Lord, according
to the Old Testament…

Most of all, I wondered at the idea that if there were a few simple
ideas and facts to be understood to enjoy eternal life and
happiness, here and later on, and God were all-powerful, He had
made it impossible for me to believe those ideas and facts because
of the very mind which he gave me! And then I am to be
threatened with eternal damnation for not believing that which I
cannot believe! My first reaction was atheism.

I did something I deeply regret and shall never do again. I had
begun to discover my own power of persuasion and, in the eternal
bull sessions of a boys’ school, religion is not exempt as a topic. I
was genuinely sorry I had lost my belief in Christianity, for it has
truly marvelous power to sustain and help one in times of
tribulation. I began to discuss the matter with a devout Catholic
boy who tried with all his heart and might to make me see my
error. We skied five miles over to his church to see a priest he said
could straighten me out and I was truly anxious to be shown my
error, if error it was.

But the matter turned out differently. Coldly and scientifically I
argued with the priest, refusing to let him lead me into the
inevitable non sequiturs, redundancies, etc. and brutally holding
to logic. He was reduced, eventually, to exclaiming, “You just must
believe. You have to believe!” I told him I could not believe and
asked him if he were not able to help me do what he said I must.
He shook his head sadly, no doubt convinced that I was
determined not to understand.

The effect on my friend was something I had not counted on. All
the way back to the school we skied in silence. When we got back,
he said not a word and for days avoided me. I felt a secret shame
for which I could see no reason. Eventually, he told me that he had
been forced to agree with me and had lost his faith. That he was no
happier about it than I, with my own loss of faith, was obvious. In
fact, he was even more stricken. The result was to set me thinking
on what I had done and whether it was right.

I saw then what I believe all great religious teachers knew, but
could not and did not say. The ordinary man is too weak and too
helpless in the whirling vortex of life to sustain himself on his
naked human will and his cold human reason. Only with some
kind of deep belief in an all-powerful magical being of some kind
can the masses of humanity maintain social and reasonably
worthwhile lives. Without such a belief, they can see no reason for
not immediately indulging themselves in their most animal and
immediate desires and they despair in the face of death unless
they can imagine something further.

As long as men are thus ignorant and weak-minded, they must
have some such spiritual crutches. So religion, far from being an
“opiate”, is truly the sustainer of the masses of people. He who
destroys religion before humanity has progressed far beyond its
present primitive intellectual state is helping to destroy
civilization.

I am an agnostic, which means that to all proposals and
explanations of the mysteries of life and eternity, I say, “I do not
know and I don’t believe you or any other human does either.”

At the same time, I stand firmly for positive, ethical religions,
whatever they may be and believe they must be protected and
given the greatest freedom to do what they can to lessen the
awesome burden of human misery on this tiny planet. I know
there will be many intellectuals who will reply that religion has
caused untold torture and suffering to stamp out “heresy”, but in
view of man’s need for emotional catharsis in today’s immensely
frustrating world, and in view of Pavlov’s experiments, I believe
that religion is the poor man’s “psychiatry”, his only “escape” from
intolerable pressures of society.

Since that ski-trip to the priest up in Maine, I have never tried to
argue anybody out of his religion and have given strict orders in
the American Nazi Party that religion is simply not permitted as a
subject of discussion for anybody. We have Protestants, Catholics,
atheists and agnostics among our membership and all of them are
equally welcome and valuable.
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Manchester attack
“Good, I hate pop music and I especially hate female pop
musicians… and those who go to such concerts. Some stupid fat
British pop music fans—most likely females, got blown up, I’m
Lovin It!”

—Tank
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Zweites Buch, 3
Excerpted from “Race And Will In The Struggle For
Power,” Chapter 3 of Hitler’s Second Book. The whole
chapter includes these subjects: Weapons on hand no
gauge of national strength—National will the decisive
factor—Old German army as source of people’s will and
discipline—National-Socialist mission to revitalize
national will—Blood and folk values superior to
internationalism—Leadership superior to mass

democracy.
 
What is ultimately decisive in the life of a Folk is the will to self
preservation, and the living forces that are at its disposal for this
purpose. Weapons can rust, forms can be outdated; the will itself
can always renew both and move a Folk into the form required by
the need of the moment.

The fact that we Germans had to give up our arms is of very slight
importance, insofar as I look at the material side of it. And yet this
is the only thing our bourgeois politicians see.

But even there the major misfortune is not the elimination of the
organisation as the bearer of the weapons we possess, but rather
the abolition of an institution for the training of our Folk to
manliness, which was possessed by no other State in the world,
and which, indeed, no Folk needed more than our Germans. The
contribution of our Old Army to the general disciplining of our
Folk for the highest achievements in all fields is
incommensurable.

This is also the reason for the fierce hatred of the typical
capitalistically inclined Jews against an organisation in which
money is not identical with position, dignity, to say nothing of
honour, but rather with achievement; and in which the honour of
belonging among people of a certain accomplishment is more
greatly appreciated than the possession of property and riches.

At any rate, in the times of Kaiser Wilhelm I, there was no
understanding for such events. Nevertheless, all in all, the
Germany Army at the turn of the century was the most
magnificent organisation in the world, and its effect on our
German Folk one that was more than beneficial.

The breeding ground of German discipline, German efficiency,
forthright disposition, frank courage, bold aggressiveness,
tenacious persistence and granite honourableness. The conception
of honour of a whole profession slowly but imperceptibly became
the general patrimony of a whole Folk.

The real lack of weapons lies in our pacifistic democratic
poisoning, as well as in internationalism, which destroys and
poisons our Folk’s highest sources of power.

For the source of a Folk’s whole power does not lie in its
possession of weapons or in the organisation of its army, but in its
inner value which is represented through its racial significance,
that is, the racial value of a Folk as such, through the existence of
the highest individual personality values, as well as through its
healthy attitude toward the idea of self preservation.

In coming before the public as National Socialists with this
conception of the real strength of a Folk, we know that today the
whole of public opinion is against us. But this is indeed the
deepest meaning of our new doctrine, which as a world view
separates us from others.

The importance of the blood value of a Folk, however, only
becomes totally effective when this value is recognised by a Folk,
properly valued and appreciated.

Folks who do not understand this value or who no longer have a
feeling for it for lack of a natural instinct, thereby also
immediately begin to lose it.

Blood mixing and lowering of the race are then the consequences
which, to be sure, at the beginning are not seldom introduced
through a so called predilection for things foreign, which in reality
is an underestimation of one’s own cultural values as against alien
Folks.

Once a Folk no longer appreciates the cultural expression of its
own spiritual life conditioned through its blood, or even begins to
feel ashamed of it, in order to turn its attention to alien
expressions of life, it renounces the strength which lies in the
harmony of its blood and the cultural life which has sprung from
it.

It becomes torn apart, unsure in its judgement of the world
picture and its expressions, loses the perception and the feeling for
its own purposes, and in place of this it sinks into a confusion of
international ideas, conceptions, and the cultural hodgepodge
springing from them. Then the Jew can make his entry in any
form, and this master of international poisoning and race
corruption will not rest until he has thoroughly uprooted and
thereby corrupted such a Folk. The end is then the loss of a
definite unitary race value and as a result, the final decline.

For this reason, international mindedness is to be regarded as the
mortal enemy of these values.

Majorities have never wrought creative achievements. Never have
they given discoveries to mankind. The individual person has
always been the originator of human progress.

Once a Folk installs the majority as the rulers of its life, that is to
say, once it introduces present-day democracy in the western
conception, it will not only damage the importance of the concept
of personality, but block the effectiveness of the personality value.
Through a formal construction of its life, it prevents the rise and
the work of individual creative persons.

For this is the double curse of the democratic parliamentary
system prevailing today: not only is it itself incapable of bringing
about really creative achievements, but it also prevents the
emergence and thereby the work of those men who somehow
threateningly rise above the level of the average.

In all times the man whose greatness lies above the average
measure of the general stupidity, inadequacy, cowardice, and
arrogance too, has always appeared most threatening to the
majority. Add to this that, through democracy, inferior persons
must, almost as a law, become leaders, so that this system applied
logically to any institution devaluates the whole mass of leaders,
insofar as one can call them that at all.

This resides in the irresponsibility lying in the nature of
democracy. Majorities are phenomena that are too elusive to be
grasped so that they can somehow be charged with responsibility.
The leaders set up by them are in truth only executors of the will
of the majorities.

Compare the army organisation, oriented to the highest degree
toward authority and responsibility of the individual person, with
our democratic civil institutions, especially in relation to the
results of the leadership training on both sides, and you will be
horrified.

The pitiful lack of really great leading minds among the German
Folk finds its most simple explanation in the desolate
disintegration which we see before us through the democratic
parliamentary system which is slowly corroding our whole public
life.

Nations must decide. Either they want majorities or brains. The
two are never compatible. Up to now, however, brains have always
created greatness on this Earth, and what they created was again
destroyed mostly through majorities.

That present State leaders pay little attention to this viewpoint is
partly due to the nature of democracy, to which they owe their
very existence, but secondly to the fact that the State has become a
purely formal mechanism which appears to them as an aim in
itself, which must not in the least coincide with the interests of a
specific Folk.

Folk and State have become two different concepts. It will be the
task of the National Socialist Movement to bring about a
fundamental change here.
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Iceland – Normie Land
In today’s Daily Stormer article, “Anti-Jihad figure Robert
Spencer poisoned by leftist in Iceland,” Spartacus wrote:

I spent about half an hour looking at the media in Iceland, and I
could not find a single kike in any position, at all. No kike
owners, no kike CEOs, nothing.

They do have foreigners writing as journalists, like this maggot,
but even there I couldn’t identify any kikes. Unless some of them
are cryptos, then that means the goyim running Iceland are
trying hard to be the best goyim in the world. I couldn’t find a
single article in any publication in Iceland that isn’t on par with
HuffPoo on every single thing you can think of. I didn’t spend
enough to be certain, but the media in that country might be
worse than in any other I’ve ever looked at.

A commenter, LeMonsieur, said: “White people don’t need a
jewish presence to behave in the same leftist/suicidal way. You
can take the most remote paradisiac village 100% White for
millennia, you would find the same will to receive immigration
and the same leftist women in charge. Every single time.”

For those who don’t believe that concurrently to the Jewish
problem there’s an Aryan problem I ask the question, How do you
explain it?

Daily Stormer commenters have no answer to this question. Most
of them don’t want to see that there is a Christian problem and an
Aryan problem to boot. At least, Kevin MacDonald at The
Occidental Observer has been researching the Aryan problem for
some time, but like the Stormer he won’t tackle the Christian
problem, with the exception of allowing Tom Sunic’s anti-
Christian articles on the Observer once in a while.

Last month, on the comments section of this blog I replied to
Joseph: “You say Jews and perhaps you are right from the Anglo-
Saxon world. But here at the south of the US it is flabbergasting to
see mestizos, criollos and Jews exactly on the same page. I cannot
distinguish the criollos from the Jews while watching TV
programs of debate. I have to see the name if it sounds Spanish or
looking at Wikipedia for clues if one of these TV commenters is
Jew or not. Mestizos are easier to spot because of their skin color
and racial features. But what is surprising is that both Jews and
gentile criollos think exactly the same liberalism. So who’s the
enemy? At the thread of Hitler’s birthday I called your attention to
a very prolific WN pundit who publishes in the blogsites
Alternative Right, Counter Currents and The Occidental
Observer. This WN [Colin Liddell] called for the destruction of
Germany three days ago as if he was the Morgenthau Jew of 1945!
So who is the enemy? The conclusion I have arrived is what Pierce
said the year he died: ‘There are several ways one can look at our
problems…. One could say that everything is the fault of white
American man. We used to run this country. If the Jews have
taken over our mass media it is because we [emphasis in Pierce’s
voice] let them do it’…”

For those unfamiliar with the content of this site, see on the
sidebar the advertisement of The Fair Race’s Darkest Hour, which
contains essays not only about the Christian problem and the
Aryan problem, but on the Women problem as pointed out by
LeMonsieur above.

One final note. When I lived in Normie Land this was the path, my
stepping stones that helped me to cross the psychological
Rubicon:

• 1st stone: Robert Spencer and other online counter-jihadists
(late 2008)

• 2nd stone: Larry Auster, who went beyond counter-jihadism
onto stepping a racial and anti-feminist stone (but he was Jewish)

• 3rd stone: Jew-wise White Nationalism, especially the webzines
under the watch of Greg Johnson in the late 2009 and 2010. In
the following years I became disillusioned because of some ethno-
suicidal traits among authors of Counter-Currents and the
broader WN movement.

At the other side of the river I found the very solid ground of
National Socialism.

About the non-fatal poisoning this month
of Robert Spencer in Iceland, a man who
helped me to step on the first river stone,
see also: here. In the late 2008 and early
2009 however the appearance of Jihad

Watch was much better than today. The same can be said about
the appearance of Occidental Dissent that used to show off Scuola
di Atene, one of the most famous frescoes by Raphael. Presently,
like Jihad Watch, Occidental Dissent looks awful.
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Lack of men

“The country is dying because of a
lack of men, not a lack of programs.”

—Codreanu
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The WDH radio show
We are making progress and hopefully next Wednesday we will be
able to tape the first episode of The West’s Darkest Hour Radio
Show featuring Jake, Joseph and yours truly.

I’ll try not to talk much because the last time I practiced my
English for a year was seventeen years ago, in Manchester. My
knowledge of English basically comes from reading, not speaking:
and I’ll need lots of practice to be able to speak fluently, with an
understandable pronunciation.

Anyway, if we can master the audio software by the next
Wednesday, our first guest will be a well-known figure in the Jew-
wise, racial American movement.

Keep tuned!

PUBLISHED IN: WDH RADIO SHOW ON MAY 17, 2017 AT 6:00 PM  COMMENTS (2)   

This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.

 

 

 Search

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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